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The inuen e of polarity on orientational elasti ity and on stru tures formed in the dire tor eld is studied in
free-standing sme ti lms. Periodi stripe patterns and 2 -walls in a magneti eld are investigated. Measurements are performed on a nonpolar ra emi mixture, on an opti ally pure ferroele tri ompound, and in
mixtures with dierent on entrations of the hiral isomers of opposite signs. The stru ture of periodi stripes
hanges drasti ally with the polarity of the lm. The ratio of the bend KB and splay KS elasti onstants
for sme ti lms is determined as a fun tion of polarization from the stru ture of periodi stripe patterns and
2-walls. We nd that the elasti anisotropy KB =KS in reases essentially with in reasing the polarity of the
lm. Changes of the elasti ity and the stru ture of periodi stripes are explained by polarization harge ee ts.

DOI: 10.7868/S0044451013060219
1. INTRODUCTION

Orientational elasti ity of ferroele tri liquid rystals [1℄ may dier essentially from elasti ity of nonpolar materials. Splay of polarization gives rise to polarization harges [2℄, whose long-range self-intera tion
makes an additional ontribution to the free energy.
This ele trostati energy an be of the order of or even
larger than the purely elasti energy and essentially
inuen es the stru ture and elasti properties of ferroele tri liquid rystals. Nontrivial elasti ity of polar
liquid rystals has been investigated mostly using the
light-s attering method [28℄ and via studies of line and
point topologi al defe ts [815℄. Renormalization of
the elasti onstants was found in light-s attering measurements of the Goldstone mode in ferroele tri liquid
rystals [ ; ℄. This result is supported by observations
of dierent stru ture of point defe ts and spiral patterns in polar and nonpolar lms [1315℄. But in spite
of a long history of studies, the inuen e of polarization harges on elasti ity is not ompletely understood.
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Measurements of elasti properties in sme ti s are more
di ult than in nemati s due to the layer stru ture of
the sme ti phase and the dependen e of the elasti ity on polarity. Two-dimensional ( D) elasti ity of the
-dire tor in sme ti s is des ribed by the bend (KB )
and splay (KS ) elasti onstants [2℄. For a qualitative
des ription of the elasti properties, the one- onstant
approximation KB KS is sometimes used. This approximation simplies the analysis, but it is generally
not justied by experiments in both polar and nonpolar sme ti s [ ; ; ; ; 17℄: KB may essentially
dier from KS and the elasti anisotropy KB =KS depends strongly on polarity. Renormalized by polarization harges, KB is sometimes named the ee tive bend
elasti onstant. Investigations of the inuen e of polarity on elasti ity are important both for fundamental
physi s and for potential appli ations of ferroele tri s.
In parti ular, it has been demonstrated that polarization harges and the asso iated ele tri elds determine
the orientation of mole ules in liquid rystal ells and
the ele tro-opti response [18℄.
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Our investigations are performed with nonpolar and
polar free-standing sme ti lms [19℄. In the nonpolar
Sme ti -C (SmC ) phase, the long mole ular axes are
tilted with respe t to the layer normal z by the polar
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ompound. We were able to vary the polarization of
the medium by hanging the enantiomer on entration
and to dire tly study the dependen e of the elasti ity
on polarization. Orientation elasti onstants in polar
and nonpolar lms were determined from studies of periodi stripe stru tures and  -walls in a magneti eld.
Periodi stripe stru tures dier drasti ally in nonpolar
and polar lms. Based of these observations, we found
that the elasti anisotropy KB =KS in reases with inreasing polarization. In nonpolar lms, the values of
the bend KB and splay KS elasti onstants are determined by the intermole ular intera tion. In the polar
isomer, the ee tive bend elasti onstant KB mostly
depends on the ele trostati intera tion of polarization
harges. The polarization ontribution to the ratio of
elasti onstants in reases nonlinearly with the polarization. Our experimental results orrelate with theory [8℄ des ribing the inuen e of polarization harges
on elasti ity.
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Fig. 1. S hemati representation of (a) SmC geometry,
(b) a sme ti lm and (b, ) the geometry of measurements. n is the average orientation of the long mole ular axes,  the tilt angle, the proje tion of n onto
the layer plane, and ' the azimuthal angle. The bars in
(b) s hemati ally show the liquid rystal mole ules in
sme ti layers. Magnets (M) are lo ated on two sides
of the lm. A magneti eld H is applied in the xz
plane at an angle to the lm plane (b, )

2. EXPERIMENT

We performed the experiments on lms omposed
of hiral S -40 -unde yloxybiphenyl-4-yl 4-(1-methylheptyloxy)benzoate (11BMSHOB), a ra emi mixture of
R and S enantiomers, and polar mixtures with different isomer on entrations. In the bulk sample,
11BMSHOB exhibits the following transition temperatures: SmC  (108.3 ÆC)N  (123.9 ÆC)I in the hiral material [20℄ and SmC (108.3 ÆC)N (124 ÆC)I in
the ra emi mixture. The polarization of the pure hiral material P0 is about 120 esu/ m2 and is pra ti ally
independent of temperature. To prepare lms with different polarizations, we used mixtures of the ra emate
and polar isomer. The polarization of the mixture is
taken as P
XP0 [6℄, with X dened as the fra tion
of the un ompensated polar isomer (ex ess of the polar
isomer) in the mixture, whi h means that X
in the
ra emate and X
in the opti ally pure ompound.
Free-standing lms are prepared by spreading a tiny
amount of the ompound in the sme ti phase over a
3-mm ir ular hole in a glass plate. Measurements are
performed on lms with a thi kness of 810 sme ti
layers. An ele tri eld is applied in the lm plane using a pair of ele trodes. The ell with the lm ould
be inserted into a temperature- ontrolled oven between
two permanent magnets (Fig. 1 ). The dire tion of the
magneti eld may be tilted with respe t to the lm
plane (Fig. 1b, ). In most measurements, the magneti
eld value was  kOe, whi h is su ient to orient
the dire tor in the nonpolar sample.

=

angle  (Fig. 1a). The lms are formed by mole ular
layers parallel to the free surfa es (Fig. 1b). In the
plane of the lm, orientation of the mole ules is des ribed by the azimuthal angle ' or by the proje tion of
the long mole ular axes onto the xy plane, the so- alled
-dire tor [1℄. In the polar Sme ti -C  (SmC  ) phase,
the polarization ve tor lies in the sme ti plane, loally normal to the -dire tor.

P

To study the relation between elasti properties and
polarization, Lee et al. [8℄ measured the elasti onstants in mixtures of two SmC  ompounds with different spontaneous polarization. To avoid ee ts of the
mole ular stru ture on elasti ity, we performed studies
using mixtures of two hiral enantiomers of the same
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or AC [ ; ℄ ele tri eld. In our experiments, we used
two methods to obtain the stripe stru ture in lms of
11BSMHOB. In nonpolar lms, the periodi -dire tor
orientation an be prepared when additional sme ti
layers appear in the lm. We observed formation of
the stripe stru ture when the lm was heated above
the bulk transition temperature TB and then ooled to
below TB . At low temperature, a part of the material moves from the menis us towards the enter of the
lm and may form a lm of uniform thi kness with a
radial stripe stru ture (Fig. 2a). Sin e the number of
stripes remains onstant, the stripe period essentially
de reases from the edge to the lm enter. The resulting stripe stru ture may exist in the lm for a long time
(more than an hour), whi h allows performing measurements.
In polar SmC  lms, periodi stru tures are obtained by applying an AC ele tri eld to the lm in a
ir ular hole. In a ertain range of eld frequen ies and
values, periodi reorientation of the -dire tor leads to
the formation of an array of  -walls. In our experiments, the frequen y of the eld was 0.11 Hz, and its
magnitude 0.020.033 statvolts/ m. After swit hing o
the eld, the stru ture of the  -walls relaxes. During
relaxation, a stripe stru ture with a nearly onstant
period may form. The me hanism of the formation of
the stripe stru ture was dis ussed in detail in Ref. [24℄.
Figure 2b shows a part of the polar lm with a nearly
parallel stripe texture. The stripe texture an remain
in the lm for several minutes. The number of stripes
and their period depend on the value of the ele tri eld
and the duration of appli ation. Most measurements
were performed on stripe stru tures with the 2550m
periodi ity.
Isolated  -walls were obtained in an external magneti eld. As a rule, in absen e of the eld, the -dire tor in the lm varies smoothly, not forming distin tive
linear defe ts. After applying a magneti eld tilted
with respe t to the lm plane, the dire tor in most
part of the lm orients uniformly, ex ept for relatively
narrow regions in whi h  -walls are formed. If the
ends of an isolated wall are pinned on the opposite
edges of the sample, the wall annot disappear. It is
also possible to introdu e a  -wall in the system by a
180Æ -reorientation of the -dire tor. In nonpolar lms,
-walls are formed by rotating the lm with respe t
to the magneti eld dire tion su h that the tilting angle (Fig. 1b) hanges its sign. This rotation indu es
a 180Æ -reorientation of the -dire tor in the lm plane,
whi h an result in formation of  -walls [ ; ℄. The
-walls in nonpolar lms omposed of a ra emi mixture are investigated in a magneti eld. The stru ture
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(a) Stru ture with the radial stripe orientation that was formed due to the motion of the material from menis us to the lm enter, T = 103 Æ C,
ra emi 11BSMHOB. (b) Periodi stripe stru ture in the
opti ally pure isomer. The dierent width of the dark
stripes is related to the elasti anisotropy (KS 6= KB ).
In the ra emi mixture, regions with splay deformation
are broader than regions with bend deformation, while
in the hiral isomer, regions with bend deformation are
broader than regions with splay deformation. The stripe
appearan e shows that KS > KB in the ra emate and
KS < KB in the pure hiral isomer. The polarizer and
the analyzer are in the verti al and horizontal dire tion
Fig. 2.

After spreading, the lm thi kness is typi ally not
uniform. Uniform thi kness is a hieved by keeping
the lm at a onstant temperature for about half an
hour. The resulting lms are studied in polarized light
(PL), using ree ted light mi ros opy with rossed polarizers (RLMCP) and depolarized ree ted light miros opy [21℄. Using a ombination of these methods,
we were able to determine the azimuthal orientation
of the -dire tor in the lms. The mi ros ope images
were aptured by a CCD- amera.
Dierent methods have been used previously to prepare periodi stripe stru tures. They an be generated
in sme ti lms me hani ally [22℄, in a rotating [ ; ℄
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of the stripe pattern in lms omposed of hetero hiral
mixtures with dierent enantiomeri ex ess is studied
without an external eld.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

Periodi stripe stru tures
Periodi stripe stru tures are investigated in both
nonpolar and polar lms. To analyze the rossover from
nonpolar lms to pure hiral 11BMSHOB, we studied
stripe stru tures in lms omposed of mixtures with
dierent isomer on entrations.
Figure 2 shows RLMCP images of periodi stripes
in a nonpolar SmC lm prepared from the ra emi
mixture and in a SmC  lm omposed by the optially pure isomer. The -dire tor orientation was determined by ombining RLMCP and PL. The dark stripes
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S hemati representation of the -dire tor orientation a ross (a) a periodi stripe stru ture and (b, )
2-walls for dierent orientations of the walls with respe t to the magneti eld. (b) The 2 -wall is oriented
parallel to the -dire tor at a large distan e from the
wall. ( ) The 2 -wall is oriented perpendi ular to the
-dire tor at a large distan e from the wall. The main
type of deformation in dierent regions of the periodi
stru ture (bend or splay) is indi ated in the lower part
of (a). The widths 1 , 2 , and 3 of the 2 -walls (the
lower part of the gure) are measured to hara terize
the lm elasti ity
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in RLMCP orrespond to -dire tor orientation parallel to one of the polarizers. In the enter of the dark
stripe, the deformation is pure bend or pure splay (the
right side of Fig. 2). A s hemati representation of the
periodi stripe stru ture is given in Fig. 3a. The different widths of the dark stripes in Fig. 2 are related
to the elasti anisotropy of the -dire tor eld. The
wider stripe orresponds to larger elasti onstant. We
found that narrow and wide bla k stripes in nonpolar
and polar lms orrespond to dierent types of deformation. In nonpolar lms, the regions with splay deformation are wider than those with bend deformation
(Fig. 2a). This result indi ates that KS > KB . On the
ontrary, in the pure hiral isomer, the regions with
splay deformation are narrower than the regions with
bend deformation (Fig. 2b), and hen e KS < KB . For a
quantitative des ription of the elasti ity, the distan es
wB and wS between two bright stripes with bend and
splay deformations in the middle are measured. The ratio wB =wS is used to determine the elasti anisotropy
KB =KS in the lms as a fun tion of the enantiomer
on entration.
The free energy of a sme ti lm in an external eld
an be written as [2℄

2

H

3
2
1
Fig. 3.
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(1)

2

where h is the lm thi kness. The -dire tor is a D
unit ve tor with oordinates ( ';
'). The rst
two terms in (1) are the two-dimensional elasti energy
with splay and bend elasti ity. In an external magneti eld, the last term (Fin ) is the oupling between
the eld and the -dire tor orientation.
Minimizing (1) with respe t to ' x; y gives the
equilibrium dire tor onguration. For KS
KB
(whi h orresponds to the one- onstant approximation), the EulerLagrange equation following from the
minimum ondition for (1) is simplied and its solution
an be expressed in elementary fun tions for stripes and
walls in magneti and ele tri elds [ ; ; ; ℄. But
in general KS 6 KB , and an analyti expression for
periodi stripe stru tures annot be given. Therefore,
to obtain the stru tures of periodi stripes (Fin
),
the EulerLagrange equations should be solved numeri ally.
We onsider the linear stripe stru ture parallel to
the y axis. The EulerLagrange equation derived
from (1) leads to the equation for the azimuthal orientation of the -dire tor ' x a ross the stripes:

os sin
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where the onstant A depends on the period of the
stru ture. Periodi stru tures are the metastable states
with respe t to the uniformly oriented lm.
Equation (2) allows determining the elasti
anisotropy KB /KS from the experimental data. The
distan es between neighboring white stripes (Fig. 2)
orrespond to a rotation of ' by =2. The relative
width of wB and wS is a fun tion of the ratio KB =KS
and an be written as

Z r

5=4

wB
wS

= =Z= r
3

4

3

=4

4

3

2

1

0

sin ' + KKBS os
2

2

sin ' + KKBS os

2

2

' d'
:

Dependen e of KB =KS on the enantiomer onentration X and polarization P . Cir les are the data
obtained from studies of periodi stripe stru tures. The
ross shows the value of the elasti anisotropy in a nonpolar lm (X = 0) obtained from the stru ture of 2 walls in a magneti eld. The solid line is a t with a
square fun tion. Polarization (upper axis) was determined from the relation P = XP0 , where P0 is the
polarization in the pure hiral isomer (X = 1)

' d'

The ratio wB =wS is al ulated as a fun tion of KB =KS .
Comparing the experimentally measured ratio wB =wS
with the results of the al ulation, we determined the
elasti anisotropy KB =KS . This pro edure was performed for lms omposed of dierent mixtures. The
results are given in Fig. 4 by ir les as a fun tion of the
enantiomer on entration X and polarization P in the
sample. We an see that KB =KS essentially in reases
with X and P .
eld tilted with
respe t to the lm plane. Due to the positive diamagneti anisotropy of the mole ules, the minimum energy
orresponds to the smallest possible angle between the
long mole ular axis and . Far from the  -wall, the
-dire tor is oriented parallel to the proje tion of on
the lm plane Hx (Fig. 3b, ).
Figure 5 shows photographs of  -walls with orientation perpendi ular and parallel to Hx . In RLMCP
with the polarizer parallel to Hx ,  -walls appear as
four bright stripes on a dark ba kground (Fig. 5).
These bright stripes orrespond to the dire tor orientation '
m
= , where m is an integer. A
s hemati representation of  -walls parallel and perpendi ular to Hx is shown in Fig. 3. The inner stru ture of the walls gives information about the elasti
onstants. The -dire tor orientation and deformation type in the same regions of two walls in Fig. 5
are dierent. In the middle of the entral dark stripe
(Fig. 5a), the dire tor orientation is horizontal, whi h

H

2

2

Hx

50 µm

a

Hx

H

b

2-walls in a magneti eld in a ra emi
11BSMHOB lm. (a) The wall is oriented perpendi ular to the proje tion of H on the lm plane Hx . (b) The
wall is oriented parallel to Hx . The photographs
were taken in RLMCP, T = 103 Æ C, H  3 kOe,

2

= (2 + 1) 4

0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
Enantiomer concentration X

Fig. 4.

(3)

2-walls in a magneti eld
2-walls are formed in a magneti

0.2

Fig. 5.

2

= 16:9Æ

orresponds to bend deformation (Fig. 3 ). In the middle of two broad dark stripes (Fig. 5a), the dire tor is
oriented verti ally, and the deformation orresponds to
splay (Fig. 3 ). On the ontrary, in the enter of the
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broad dark stripe in a  -wall parallel to x (Fig. 5b),
the -dire tor orientation is verti al with splay deformation, and in two side stripes, the orientation is horizontal, whi h orresponds to a bend deformation. The
halfwidth 2 of a  -wall (Fig. 3), i. e., the distan e between points where the -dire tor is rotated by =2
and =2 with respe t to the enter, very slightly depends on the wall orientation, sin e the wall ontains
a ombination of bend and splay between these points.
By ontrast, for KS 6 KB , the width 3 (Fig. 3) between entral bright stripes (Fig. 5) strongly depends
on the wall orientation with respe t to the eld dire tion. The reason is that in the entral part of the wall,
the deformation of the -dire tor is mainly of one type
(bend or splay). Figure 5 learly shows that the bla k
stripes with splay deformation are broader than the
ones with bend deformation. Hen e, the stru ture of
-walls indi ates that KS > KB in the ra emi mixture. To determine elasti anisotropy, the widths 1
and 3 (Figs. 3 and 5) between the points where the
-dire tor is rotated from
= to = ( 1 ) and
from = to = ( 3 ) were measured. A quantitative des ription of the elasti anisotropy is given later
in this se tion.

1

2





4 + 4 

3 4

+3 4 

The oupling between the eld and the mole ular
orientation is given by Fin
=  H 2 A1 '
A2
' , where  is the diamagneti anisotropy,
A1
= 

, A2
=  2  2 , and
is the angle between the magneti eld and the lm
plane [16℄. In Fin , we write only the terms dependent
on '. The stru ture of the wall an be obtained by
numeri al integration of the equation

+

= 12

os2 )
= 1 2 sin 2 sin 2

(

= 1 2 sin

os +

os

 H 2 (A +A A os ' A os2') 1=2
1
2
1
2
'0 =
KS K'

(4)

whi h follows from minimization of energy (1). In
2
Eq. (4), '0 d'=dx and K'
' KB =KS 2 '
for the wall perpendi ular to Hx , '0
d'=dy and
2
K'
' KB =KS 2 ' for the wall parallel to Hx .

=

= sin +

= os +

sin

os

=

2



As mentioned above, the halfwidth of a  -wall 2
very slightly depends on the wall orientation even for
KS 6 KB . To determine KB =KS , two other regions
1 and
3 were used. In RLMCP observations,
3
and 1 are respe tively the distan es between two entral and two outer bright stripes of the wall (Fig. 5).
The regions 3 and ( 1
3 ) orrespond mainly to
splay and bend distortions in  -walls parallel to Hx
and onversely in  -walls perpendi ular to the eld
(Fig. 3b, ). The ratio of these widths an be written as



=
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1=2

1=2

d'
:

(5)

d'

This ratio, as well as wB =wS in Eq. (3), depends on
To determine the elasti anisotropy, the ratio
1
3 = 3 was al ulated using (5) as a fun tion
of KB =KS . The elasti anisotropy was determined by
tting the experimental data by the al ulated values.
From the widths of  -walls, we obtain KB =KS
: ,
whi h is lose to the value obtained from measurements
in periodi stripe stru tures (Fig. 4).
We now dis uss the dieren e of KB =KS in nonpolar and polar lms. In a polar lm with
perpendi ular to the -dire tor, the bend-type deformation of leads to splay-type deformation of the polarization. This gives rise to polarization spa e harges
with the density Æ
r  P . Intera tion of polarization harges with ea h other in reases the energy of
the lm and ee tively renormalizes the bend elasti
onstant. Without free harges, the hange of KB depends on the waveve tor q of the deformation [ ; ; ℄,
and KB should diverge as q ! . However free harges
present in the lm partially s reen polarization-indu ed
harges, and therefore the divergen e is not a hieved.
The ele trostati energy depends on the ratio of =q
and the D Debye s reening length . As shown in [8℄
in the long-wavelength limit q  =, the ee tive elasti onstant KB is independent of q , and the part of
the onstant dependent on the polarization is proportional to P 2 . This dependen e is valid if =q or the
hara teristi length on whi h the orientation of the dire tor hanges su iently (i. e., the halfwidth 2 in
-walls) is mu h larger than . The estimation for 
given in [8℄ is  1m. The period of stripe stru tures
that orrespond to the data in Fig. 4 was 2550m,
and the long-wavelength approximation should therefore be valid for our periodi stripe stru tures. Our
experimental situation orresponds to the theoreti al
limit [8℄ where the wave ve tor dependen e of the free
energy does not play an important role.
The solid line in Fig. 4 for KB =KS shows the
least-square t of the data with squared fun tions
KB =KS KB0 =KS P 2 , where KB0 is the bare bend
elasti onstant. The experimental results (Fig. 4) are
in agreement with the theoreti al predi tions.

KB /KS .

(

)

2

= 0 27
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= (
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Previously, dierent ongurations of point topologi al defe ts with the topologi al harge S =+1 were
reported in polar and nonpolar lms [ ; ℄. In polar
lms, the defe ts have a radial (splay) onguration
of the -dire tor, and in nonpolar or low-polarization
lms, they have a ir ular (bend) onguration. This
nding was explained by an in rease in ee tive bend
elasti ity in polar lms and the energy of the ir ular
onguration due to polarization harges [ ; ℄. In
our ase, as follows from Fig. 4, the riti al on entration when the splay and bend elasti onstants be ome
equal is approximately 0.5. The transition from the
ir ular to the radial dire tor onguration observed
in 11BSMHOB [26℄ is in agreement with our measurements.
The question exists about the origin of the differen e between KS and KB in nonpolar lms. The
D sme ti elasti onstants are related to the bulk
splay K11 , twist K22 , and bend K33 nemati elasti
onstants [2℄. The elasti anisotropy in a nonpolar lm
may ree t the dieren e of the elasti onstants in the
nemati phase.
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